The House of Commons
common assumptions were taken to be the "best opinion "
of the nation. What we have to consider is the effect upon
these conceptions of the changed situation after the war.
The whole underlying conception of parliamentary
government is based upon the view that the State is a
neutral factor in society. In the ceaseless interplay of
party warfare now one party, now another, becomes the
Government and so becomes entitled to the operation
of its authority. Since each party aims at the common
welfare, its opponent can accept its victory since the
results of that operation are directed to purposes which
they jointly share. Certainly before the war there would
have been few to dissent from this analysis. The sub-
stance of the common welfare might be differently defined
by each; it was never so differently defined that either
was compelled to deny the validity of the other's formula
to such a degree as to be compelled to action upon its
denial of a non-constitutional kind. Liberals might insist
that a Conservative Government was ruining the country;
Conservatives might feel of Mr. Gladstone what Queen
Victoria thought, that somehow the "terrible old man**
must be got rid of; everyone knew that these were, so
to say, the steps in an elegant minuet never to be taken
too seriously. Whatever could be done for the common
welfare by either party was, it was assumed by both of
them, done to the best of its ability. And when the Labour
Party became an independent group in the House of
Commons, for reasons I have explained it accepted the
assumption upon which the system was founded.
The framework within which this assumption operated,
the sub-conscious major premiss of the whole system, is
contained in the idea of Bagehot's "middle course." It
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